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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the use of geometrical ions (called geons) to represent solutions in the approximated Pareto front generated by multi- and many-objective optimisers. The construction of geons based objects (GBOs) for solutions to a 3- and 5-objective problem is outlined, and the visualisation is embedded in a tool that has been tested with expert users. The findings suggest that our approach is promising, with all users successfully engaging with the given tasks and 4 out of 6 managing to complete some of the tasks they were assigned. Results indicate that the use of geometry, rather than colour as is often used to convey properties of Pareto front approximations, is a useful way of embedding multi-objective data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As many-objective evolutionary algorithms (MaOEAs) have matured, it has become clear that identifying tools that can be used to visualise their high-dimensional solution sets and support decision making is an important endeavour. In the last decade a range of methods have been proposed that enable visualisation of solutions in terms of the whole set of objectives, and which use dimension reduction to embed the solutions into two or three objectives [19, 24].

In this work we propose a novel way of visualising many-objective populations using geometrical ions (geons). Biederman in his theory, Recognition By Components (RBC) [2], argues the case for a set of theoretical primitives, called geons that can be combined to form the structural description of a generic visual object. We built 36 unique geons as 3D models, using 4 attributes: edge, symmetry, size and axis (for a more in depth explanation please see Section 2.2). A combination of two or more geons are being used in a 3-dimensional virtual environment to represent a more complex visual object. For the rest of this paper, this visual object will be referred to as Geon Based Object (GBO). Representing each dimension of a multidimensional dataset by a geon, our approach can visualise a pareto front solution with five objectives with a single GBO. This enables the observer to assess all five objectives simultaneously.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of many-objectives visualisation followed by an introduction to the RBC theory and existing work with geons. Next, we present our approach to mapping the data to a geon, including the impact on the application design. Section 3 gives an overview of the methodology employed for the experiment including a deep dive into the applied experimental design. Section 4, is dedicated to the results and Section 5 (Discussion) focuses on the meaning behind the results. Finally in Conclusion and Future work, we summarize our work and discuss possible directions for our approach.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Many-objective visualisation
This work considers solutions to multi- and many-objective optimisation problems. Such problems are evaluated according to multiple measures of fitness, the objectives, between which a trade-off exists. A solution optimising one objective incurs a poor score according to another objective and it is not possible to simultaneously optimise all of the problem objectives, and the role of an EA is to locate a good approximation to the Pareto front, the set of feasible solutions that offer the best trade-off between the problem objectives.

A multi-objective problem comprises $M = 2$ objectives, while for a many-objective problem $M > 4$. In addition to the increased difficulty in optimising many-objective problems, part of the reason for this distinction is that solution sets to many-objective problems cannot be visualised using standard two or three dimensional visualisation methods such as scatter plots. Various approaches have been proposed to visualise the Pareto front approximations arising from many-objective optimisers (see [19] for a comparative review). Broadly, methods are grouped according to those that visualise solutions based on the full set of objectives, and those that use dimension reduction to project solutions into two or three dimensions for visualisation with a standard tool such as a scatter...
According to the Recognition By Components (RBC) theory, object recognition happens in a set of hierarchical steps. It starts with an early edge extraction stage that considers surface characteristics (luminance, texture or colour). The next stage is the identification of non-accidental properties [2] (collinearity, curvilinearity, symmetry, parallel curves and vertices termination at common point) together with parsing regions of concavity. The identified regions combined with the non-accidental properties form a structural description of the perceived object. This structural description is then matched against an object representation in the memory. Partial representation is possible at this stage if enough features are activated to create an overlap between the viewed image and the object representation in the memory.

Biederman theorised that each identified concave region can be represented by a set of simple primitives called geometrical ions (geons) [2]. Geons are typically symmetrical volumes without sharp concavities characterised by an axis and cross section typically at a right angle of the axis. The variation of non-accidental properties of 4 attributes of generalised cylinders (edge, symmetry, size and axis), generate 36 uniquely identifiable geons. The unique combination of geons and their positional relation to each other creates a GBO that can be easily recognised. Generally, the recognition process of the GBOs is fast (under 100ms exposure [2]) and invariable over viewing position. Low image quality has little impact on the recognition process with relatively strong recognition even from novel points of view or if the object is partially obscured.

The RBC theory was used by [11] to train a neural network to recognise CAD models in a database. The network uses the basic shape of geons and their relationship to each other as an input. A similar approach was used by [18] to train an unsupervised neural network in recognising a range of visual objects. The geons were used as an intermediary step in the training process. The experiments run by Biederman [2] used line drawing examples of visual objects composed of geons to test his theory. Both experiments [11], [18] used generated three-dimensional versions of the geons, but the focus was on neural network training using geons.

Irani [8], [9] had a more human focused approach in data representation using the RBC theory in a three-dimensional environment. The goal of the research was to enhance the semantic content in diagrams using perceptual syntax, a comparison between traditional UML diagrams and a geon based version of UML diagrams. A limited set of three-dimensional geons were generated and used in order to represent a set of UML diagrams. Although the luminance property of a material is enough to identify the shape [2], additional textures and colours were used in order to display the complex relationship of the UML diagrams. The results [9] were encouraging, with both experts and novices displaying a smaller error value in the geon based version of diagrams, as opposed to traditional UML diagram approach.

3 METHODOLOGY

To understand how and why people interact with a novel tool that allows the user to visualise complex data relationships, we employed a mixed approach integrating a quantitative post-experiment tool to reflect upon the experiment with a qualitative approach during the experiment. Our Geon Visualisation tool uses a novel technique to visualize data and due to that, it is important to understand the usage process and keenly guide the development from an early barely usable stage towards a tool fit for purpose. Qualitative research [6] allows the researcher to look into specific usages and reasons why a participant decided to do a certain action, instead of looking into trends and quantifiable findings over larger groups of users which would be less useful in an early stage. A key part in this process to interpret users actions and answers to investigate the reasons behind their choices.

For our qualitative tool we are using the THINK ALoud method [3, 22] where users are initially promoted to verbalise their thought process during a given set of tasks. The benefit of THINK ALoud is that users are not prompted additional questions that might distract and disturb their attention from the task they performing and it is, according to Van Someren et al., often the case that participants come into a natural rhythm of verbalising their thoughts without much prompting, making the technique moderately easy to employ. To reinforce verbalisation “Why?” questions might be beneficial such as “Why did you move from this space in the dataset to the other one?” or “Why do you think, this is the best solution?”. When employing THINK ALoud we try to minimize disturbing the participant from their task while gaining some information on the user’s introspection in the moment. Thus, we are aiming to reduce retrospective memory errors and justifications for certain actions.

To complement THINK ALoud and to give participants some time to think and reflect we added a post experiment questionnaire that includes an adapted version of the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) [12] with an additional 4 open questions to gather some qualitative feedback to conclude the session. The PSSUQ is a validated and established usability questionnaire developed by IBM to measure general usability of their developed software. It uses a Likert scale to quantify the overall usability of a given software artefact based on the users current experience. As we are developing a novel visualisation tool it is important to understand if the tool at any point in time is fit for purpose and if users can interact with the software. For an early prototype still undergoing massive changes, the PSSUQ by itself is not sufficient for identifying why the software does not perform well or what elements need to be improved. To address those questions the previously discussed qualitative approach can give more detailed information and identify reasons for why participants had issues with the software or approached a task in a given way. To allow the participants to reflect on their experience after our PSSUQ four additional open questions were added employing the idea of the "START-STOP-CONTINUE" method [4] used in education.
3.1 Data mapping

In our approach, the goal was to map data containing a set of solutions for multi- and many-objective problems to a set of GBOs that would enable the viewer to visually explore and understand the individual solutions. Data was generated for two instances of the benchmark test problem DTLZ1 [5] – one for an instance comprising three objectives and one comprising five objectives. The algorithm executed for 50,000 function evaluations in both cases, and returned 100 non-dominated solutions representing the final approximated Pareto fronts. We note that while better approximation sets can be achieved with bespoke many-objective optimisers for the $M = 5$ case, demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed visualisation approach did not require highly optimal solutions to the given problems.

In his RBC theory, Biederman argues that the representation of an object would be a structural description of the components that form the object and their relationship to each other. These relationships include the relative size of the components, orientation and the locus of their attachment. The typical configuration of a geon based object (GBO) is with a main geon that acts as the body of the object and the rest of the geons are attached to the main geon or to other geons (already attached to the main geon). The main geon is the largest in size, all the geons attached to it are smaller in size (medium size) and the geons attached to the medium size geons will be even smaller. Typically the largest geon sits at the center of the GBO and the medium size geons can connect left, right, top and bottom of it. The next layer can be the smallest geons that connect at the top and the sides of the medium size geons. With this approach we could technically display up to 17 dimensions into one GBO. This can easily be extended by adding more sizes to geons. An important factor to take into consideration is the fact that humans are slow at recognising quantitative differences for size or curvature [14] [7], therefore we need to see a significant difference between relative sizes in order to ensure fast recognition.

For the datasets used in the visualisation, we used the central (largest) geon to represent the average rank [1] of all the objectives for that particular solution. Based on the number of objectives (3 or 5) we used medium geons and small geons respectively to represent each objective. The location of the geon representing the objective stays constant for the entire dataset, therefore a viewer will always know that the Objective 2 for example is on the left hand side of the main geon. For a more detailed explanation of how we mapped the data for the 5 objective solution, please see Figure 1. For the 3 objective solution the mapping is similar except is missing 2 of the dimensions.

In order to visualise each objective’s value as a geon, we first normalise the data and then we split the data into 4 quantiles. Once each objective has a range assigned to it, we generate a geon for that particular range and we place it at the location corresponding to each objective’s location in the GBO. For Figure 1, objective 1, 2, 3 and 5 are in the same range, therefore represented by the same shape, squashed lemon. Objective 4 has a different range and is represented by the wedge shape geon. The central geon (largest in size) has yet a different range from the previously mentioned geons and is represented by the lemon shape geon.

The data used for this study were the solutions to a many-objective problem using five objectives. Each solution was represented through a single GBO and positioned onto a 2D plane using PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the data. The Data set was centered around a Polar Coordinate system offsetting the X-Y-axis by $[-0.5, -0.5]$, see Figure 2. As all solution coordinates are in the range of $[0.0 - 1.0]$ the solutions center around the polar coordinate system’s origin giving the user a visual guide. The positioning of the data has no correspondence to the values displayed, for example we cannot find the best value for objective 2 around central point but a pattern is visible in the arrangement of the GBO with clusters of similar shape being observed in the data. The distribution of solutions follows the expected pattern for the DTLZ1 problem. Pareto optimal solutions for this problem lie on the hyperplane $y^M_{\Delta m=1} = 0.5$. As can be seen, the solutions have been arranged in a triangular shape, with a corner corresponding to each of the objectives.

Figure 3 illustrates the corresponding plot for the Pareto front approximation of the 5-objective problem. This illustrates a similar arrangement of solutions, with a region optimising each of the five objectives being clear.
3.2 Application Design

For the development of the application we used Unity3D [20] version 2020.3.0f1. The initial build was for PC but later on we switched to a webGL [10] version deployed to a server, due to participants’ difficulty to control the application through a streaming service. All the geons’ meshes have been generated programmatically in Unity3D based on a set of four distinct attributes for surface definition: Edge, Symmetry, Size and Axis. These attributes are at the core of Biederman’s RBC theory and geon’s generation and result in 36 distinct primitives.

At the beginning of the application the user has an option to load any dataset that we added to the application, in the future we hope to have a system where the user can load their own data. The data is being processed at runtime, by normalising all the values, calculating the average rank for each solution, calculating the coordinates using the PCA dimensionality reduction algorithm and the application generates the geons shapes based on the values that they represent and finally they are assembled into GBOs based on the assigned location for each objective. Please see Figure 4.

Once the GBOs are being displayed, the user has an option to left click on a geon and display for 3 seconds information about that particular geon. The information is the attribute the geon represents, the range and the normalised value. This information is useful for geon comparison and for users to identify the particular attribute that geon represents. Please see Figure 5.

Depending on the similarities between various data elements, the coordinates generated by the PCA algorithm sometimes result in GBOs overlapping. This creates a problem, as the user struggles to identify different GBOs, especially when they similar structural representation. In order to overcome this issue, we introduced a value that controls the distance between the GBOs. We keep the GBO’s relative position to each other but the space between them can be adjusted by the value mentioned above. The GBOs can be crunched into a small area or expanded over a wider area, while maintaining the relative distance between the visual objects. The value adjustment is done through a UI slider that is part of the menu. The menu’s position is on the left side of the screen and it covers approximately 20% of the screen. The menu can be toggled on and off by clicking on the right mouse button. Toggling the menu on also freezes the camera rotation, enabling the users to click on the geons and explore their values.

The flying model [25] is used as the navigation metaphor inside the virtual environment. This is typical of the first person controllers found in gaming environments but with the additional benefit that the user can explore the space freely by flying and not being limited to ground level locomotion. The forward/backward movement are mapped to W and S keys respectively and they are also mirrored onto the Up/Down arrow keys. The side movement is mapped to A and D key respectively and mirrored onto Left/Right arrow keys. Mouse movement allows the user to rotate the camera inside the virtual environment.

3.3 Experimental Design

For the first experiment only experts or participants familiar with complex datasets were selected.
The experiment was set up in the following way. The participants were invited to virtual meeting call where one participant was meeting an experimenter. The entire meeting was recorded. To start the experiment a short brief was given to the participant detailing the structure. Next, an initial short background questionnaire was filled in by the participant using an online survey tool and the participant was asked to stop and respond after completing the general part about. The collected items in this part were age, education, first language as well as current job role to gain background information on the participants expertise.

Next, the experimenter read out the experiment protocol describing the next steps and explaining the software controls and what the users will see once they see the software. A brief description of what Geons are and what type of data is represented was given. The experimenter gave a quick example of how the controls work and showed a reduced dataset to the participant.

Next, the experimenter gave the participants ten minutes to complete five tasks. Stating that completion was not important but that the participants should verbalize how they approach the task and what their thought process was. The tasks were finding good/bad solutions for individual objectives as well as globally good solutions.

During those 10 minutes the experimented occasionally reminded the participants to verbalize. They also asked the participants why the performed certain actions or what they intended to do. In some cases the initial explanation of how the Geons are constructed was repeated as well as details on the controls.

After completing the ten minutes, even if not all tasks were completed the experimenter asked the participants to complete modified PSSUQ in the same online survey tool and stop before completing the remaining 4 open questions. After the participants reported back they thanked the participants thus far and did a short debrief after which they asked the participants to take some time for completing the last four open questions.

To reduce the time spent on the questionnaire and not overload the participants we reduced the granularity of the Likert scale from seven to five points removing the two elements around the Neutral axis. This reduces the complexity and expressiveness of the PSSUQ.
which is only used for indicating the general usability of an early prototype.

4 RESULTS

A total of six participants were recruited for the pilot study and the participants were not paid. The participants were split in two groups: the first group of three users interacted with the visualisation tool through screen sharing, thus video compression and lag in action were present and it made participant’s interaction with the geons very difficult. We decided to offer the second group composed of the other three participants to use the tool through a web-interface, thus having no lag or image compression, resulting in better interaction with the visual objects.

The pilot study had two main goals, first to establish the cognitive process needed for understanding, evaluating and exploring multi dimensional data and second goal was to run a usability study of our application design in order to facilitate a better interaction metaphor. The two goals are closely linked as the user interaction with the application is crucial at building the mental model needed for solving the given tasks.

4.1 Cognitive process

In order to understand the cognitive process, five tasks were given to each participant. The experimenter was revealing each task in turn upon completion of the previous task. Examples of tasks were: “The solution with the best score for objective two” or “The solution with the worst score for objective four” or “A solution that provides a good trade-off between all the objectives ”.

All the participants attempted at least two tasks and no participant managed to attempt all five tasks. For details on the participants’ tasks attempts and successes please see Figure 6. For the 6 participants, the overall average value for task attempts is 2.83 tasks and the average value for completed tasks is 1.83 tasks.

The two participants who managed to complete successfully all the attempted tasks (participant 2 and 5), showed good understanding of the dataset mapping to geons. The initial start was slow due to the novelty of the interface and the participants not being familiar with the cognitive process. Once the mental model was formed, the participants managed to complete tasks in relatively short amount of time compared to the first task and they verbalised quite effortlessly the steps needed for task completion. One of the major hurdles in completing all five tasks was the application controls, especially positioning of the camera in the virtual environment, which majority of the participants found it quite difficult.

For the two participants who did not manage to complete any of the tasks successfully, the evaluation of the task analysis shows partial understanding of the mapping process from data to geon. These participants were able to find the lowest values for a geon (which tells us that value to geon transformation was understood) but the location of the geon in the overall structure of the GBO was wrong, basically they were looking at the wrong geon in the GBO. This clearly shows participants’ lack of understanding of the GBO construction process.

4.2 PSSUQ - Usability study

The PSSUQ questionnaire is widely used to measure users’ perceived satisfaction with an application. It uses a set of 16 standard questions and calculates a set of scores using a Likert Scale of 7 points, for our questionnaire we used a 5 point Likert scale. The overall score is calculated as the average of questions 1 to 16. System Usefulness (SYSUSE): the average scores of questions 1 to 6. Information Quality (INFOQUAL): the average scores of questions 7 to 12. Interface Quality (INTERQUAL): the average scores of questions 13 to 15.

The scores for our visualisation can be seen in Figure 7. The smaller the value the better. An ideal value would be 1 corresponding to Strongly Agree. The neutral option is value 4 and a value of 7 will indicate a Strongly Disagree.

Interestingly, one of the questions “I believe I could become productive quickly using this system” has achieved an average score of 1.83, which is significantly better than any average score in the
with one exception the Information quality score. One of the participants did not answer enough questions to be able to calculate a score. The information quality score is the average of only 5 participants.

Figure 7: This score is significant as the participants seem to see the potential of the geon based visualisation. This was also confirmed by the additional qualitative feedback given in the four additional questions.

5 DISCUSSION

In a novel visualisation, simply presenting the data to a user is not enough, the understanding of the mapping process from data to geon together with the ability to interact with the tool are vital steps in building a coherent mental model for the user. This was evident from the study results, no participant attempted or completed all five tasks (see Figure 6). Some of the participants had partially formed mental model of the visualisation paradigm and others taking longer to learn the controls and simply running out of time. First part of this section is dedicated to the cognitive model and its importance in the visualisation and the second part discusses the user’s engagement with application and its significance.

5.1 Cognitive model

In our overall goal of deconstructing the expert’s cognitive model used for multi-dimensional data analysis, we decided to employ a bottom-up approach [21], where the focus is on the task analysis. The goal of this pilot study was to observe the experts’ cognitive process during the execution of a set of simple tasks and their interaction with the tool during that process. These findings are the building blocks of the cognitive process that enables users to explore, understand and evaluate a dataset using our approach.

Our observations suggest that those participants that manage to build a coherent mental model of geon’s representation had no issues performing the given tasks. The participants who lacked full understanding of the mapping process from data to geon made some assumptions based on their previous experiences with other visualisation applications.

One of the assumptions was that size is a key characteristic in the data mapping to a geon. The expectation was that two geons that look the same in shape but have different values should have different sizes. It is a fair assumption, but our approach mapped the range value of the data to the geon’s shape and the size is simply applied according to the RBC theory in order to facilitate easy shape recognition. The actual value of the data entry was only made available as “on demand” additional information simply to be used as a comparison between geons of the same shape. Our hypothesis was that participants will use their gaze to gain instant understanding of the value range and for deeper understanding they need to interact with the geon by clicking on it and displaying additional information. Therefore, a better way of explaining the mapping process is needed. Even though the experimenter had brief each individual, in depth, about the mapping system and what the geons actually represent, the novelty of the system and the sheer volume of new information that users had to absorb in short amount of time lead to incomplete mental models. In addition, the participants found the controls and navigation quite challenging further reducing the cognitive capacity to remember and apply all the new knowledge.

This was evident from feedback we received from some participants, they found it difficult to remember the range each geon represents. Even though they had the ability to click on a geon and quickly see the range value, the limited space in working memory meant that as soon as the participant was looking for a new range they completely forgot the shape of the geon that represents that shape. Most of the working memory was preoccupied with exploring the virtual space and the application controls, leaving little room for additional information to be retained. Suggestions from some of the participants was to include a key table for geons and the range that they represent in order to deal with this particular issue. Probably a more hands-on approach in introducing the mapping process, will enable the user to form a better mental model of the relationship. Enabling the participants to assign a geon to each range value before data is being displayed, we believe can help with building a better mental model of how geons work. At the moment, the geons assignment to a value range is done randomly, by software, during the loading process. This means that participants need to first gain understanding what value range each geon represents and only after that they can start the data exploration process. Enabling the users to actively choose the geons, before the data is displayed, will ensure that a model of that the geons represent is formed before the data exploration stage starts, leaving more room for the cognitive process needed to explore the represented data.

5.2 Points of view

An interesting observation in our study was the GBOs’ positioning in the virtual environment enabling users to look at them from a dual point of view macroscopic and microscopic, as seen in the visualisation of a complex neuronal pattern [23]. In our approach we refer to a macroscopic point of view as a top down approach with the camera situated at the top of the displayed data, visually capturing most of the GBOs. This point of view combined with the coordinates generated by the PCA algorithm results in GBOs forming patterns or clusters. These clusters presented points of interests for the participants in their exploration. Some of the participants verbalised their visual search patterns with phrases like “central point” or “
“this group”, indicating that the macroscopic point of view is part of the cognitive process for data exploration.

The majority of the geons that form the clustered GBOs tend to have close values, visually the GBOs look similar to each other with some small variations of one or two geons. From our observations, the users tend to explore the grouped GBOs as a group, selecting geons from one GBO and moving on to another for comparison. This type of exploration can be confusing without a point of reference. In order to help the participants with the orientation and navigation at macroscopic level, we used a textured image of concentric circles (see Figure 3 or Figure 2). The central point is centered at 0 on both x and z axis, similar to the central point coordinates for the PCA algorithm. This is important in the mental mapping of the GBOs in the virtual environment and it is crucial in building a “mental history” of the places visited by the user when exploring the data.

Generally, the best view to observe an individual geon is the canonical orientation [17] [2] [26], generally a three-quarters front view, maximising the geon’s features and enabling quick recognition. We need to keep in mind that the Biederman’s study on geon recognition was done on a single GBO at the time with no other shapes in the background or other type of noise that might interfere with the recognition process. In our study, at microscopic level (close up look of the GBOs), the participants place the view instinctively on a similar canonical orientation but with the camera being slightly up, looking down on the GBOs. This orientation basically minimises the background noise which are other GBOs. Simply pointing the camera slightly down gives a user the best view of the geons’ features and minimises the interference from other objects.

The controls should be intuitive and seamless to enable the users to place the view in the best possible spot in order to observe the geon’s features. There is strong evidence of this in the participants’ feedback asking for better controls and suggesting that the camera should pivot around points of interests when the users selected a geon on the screen.

The textured pattern on the floor continues to play an important role even at microscopic level. According to [15] a strong sense of depth can be achieved from the texture floor, as the only points of reference in the virtual environment are the other GBOs. The textured floor can also help with the “mental history” of visited places through an egocentric view, placing the user amongst the data itself rather than observing it from outside.

6 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The visualisation of many-objective solutions is not a trivial task and remains a challenge overall. In this paper we presented a novel way to visualise a many-objective population using geons and implicitly GBOs. We ran a small study with the main focus on better understanding the cognitive process employed to multi-dimensional data exploration. We explored the process through a bottom-up approach of task analysis executed by experts and observing their behaviour. The results were encouraging with some participants achieving a full working mental model being able to complete the majority of the tasks successfully. A secondary goal of the study was to analyse the application’s suitability for the task at hand by asking the participants to complete a PSSUQ usability study with encouraging results for our approach.

For future work we plan to extend our pilot study, that was mainly focused on experts, to include a higher number of participants including non-experts. We also plan to iterate through the interaction metaphor in order to allow the participants for better controls and minimise the cognitive load when exploring the virtual space. Which in turn should enable us to refine the cognitive model for exploring a set of many-objective solutions through the geon based objects. The GBOs positioning in the virtual space remains an interesting problem, with current application employing a PCA algorithm to generate a set of two dimensional coordinates. The question remains if a more suitable approach exists? Maybe the GBOs positioning should be focused more around the user, in order to enhance the egocentric perception of the visual elements.

Another possible area to explore will be a more complex set of objectives (maybe 10 objectives). The solution number can be an interesting challenge, currently in our study we used a dataset with 100 solutions. How would we display a dataset with a higher number of solutions, let’s say 1000? What’s the interaction metaphor for a more complex data set, both in objectives and in solutions? How is the cognitive process affected by the sheer volume of information that the user needs to deal with? All very interesting questions that we plan to answer in the future.
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